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Optimal Decoding and Performance Analysis of a
Noisy Channel Network with Network Coding

Ming Xiao, Member, IEEE, and Tor Aulin, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We investigate sink decoding approaches and per-
formance analysis for a network with intermediate node encoding
(coded network). The network consists of statistically indepen-
dent noisy channels. The sink bit error probability (BEP) is
the performance measure. First, we investigate soft-decision de-
coding without statistical information on the upstream channels
(the channels not directly connected to the sink). Numerical
results show that the decoder cannot significantly improve the
performance from a hard-decision decoder. We develop union
bounds for analysis. The bounds show the asymptotic (regarding
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio) performance of the decoder. Using
statistical information about the upstream channels, we can
find the error patterns of final hop channels (channels directly
connected to sinks). With the error patterns, maximum-likelihood
(ML) decoding can be performed, and a significant improvement
in the BEP is obtained. To evaluate the union bound for the ML
decoder, we use an equivalent point procedure. It is reduced to
the least-squares problem with a linear constraint in the medium-
to-high SNR region. With deterministic knowledge of the errors
in the upstream channels, a genie-aided decoder can further
improve the performance. We give the union bound for the genie
decoder, which is straightforward to evaluate. By analyzing these
decoders, we find that knowledge about the upstream channels
is essential for good sink decoding.

Index Terms—Network coding, noisy channel, optimal de-
coding, bit error probability, transmitted energy and analysis
bounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

NETWORK coding was proposed in [1] to address the
problem of network multicast capacity for applications

in computer networks (e.g., Internet backbone). Thus, the
problem of channel noise disturbance is assumed being solved
ideally by powerful channel codes or retransmission in the
physical layer. Then, it is natural to assume noiseless channels,
i.e., error-free channels for network coding [1]. After [1], a lot
of research has been done on network coding. In [2], linear
coding is well addressed. It is shown in [2] that linear network
coding is sufficient to achieve the min-cut capacity. In [3], an
elegant algebraic framework is established for network coding.
The network codes are well described using transfer matrices
in [3]. Thus, the problem of finding an admissible network
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code is reduced to looking for nonsingular transfer matrices
for the source-sink pairs.

In this paper, we will investigate the error probability of a
coded network with noisy channels. Specifically, we will study
the sink bit error probability (BEP) performance of various
decoding approaches, and give analysis methods for them.
The main motives are as follows: Firstly, for a communication
network, especially for a system with finite processing capa-
bility or finite delay-tolerance, an error is inevitable due to
channel noise. The separation of network and channel codes
is asymptotical (regarding block length) [4], i.e., it needs an
infinite block length and unlimited processing capability/delay
[5]. This cannot be allowed in practice. A similar situation
applies to point-to-point communications. It was shown that
source and channel coding can be separated without loss of
optimality when the block length goes to infinite [5], [6]. Yet
joint source and channel coding has attracted lots of research
[7], [8]. Further, in the intermediate node encoding and sink
decoding process, noise disturbed transmitted symbols from
different paths are mixed. Transmission errors might propagate
in the network. Thus, the error probability is one of the
essential performance measures for a coded network with
noisy channels. Secondly, as shown later, decoding approaches
have significant impact on the sink BEP of a coded network.
How and why these decoders differ in performance have
important impact on the network design. To the knowledge
of the authors, these problems are mostly unexplored. Thirdly,
though there are significant differences, some approaches used
here are borrowed from point-to-point communications. Thus,
it is valuable to investigate how the design and analysis
approach of point-to-point channel codes can be used for
network-correction codes.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: We
investigate the properties and performance of various sink de-
coding approaches. For the soft-decision decoder, we develop
the union bound for analysis. Then, we know that though the
decoder can improve the BEP performance relative to hard
decision decoding, the improvement is not significant. This is
due to the illegal final-hop codewords (to be defined). We pro-
pose an algorithm to collect the error patterns and their prob-
abilities of final-hop codewords. The algorithm uses statistical
information on the upstream channels. With error patterns and
their probabilities, we can perform maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoding. The decoder can significantly improve the BEP.
We develop the union bound for the decoder, which uses an
equivalent point procedure. It can be reduced to a least-squares
problem with a linear constraint in the medium-to-high SNR
(signal-to-noise ratio) region. If the decoders deterministically
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know the error pattern of the received codeword, the genie-
aided decoding approach can be used. It further improves the
sink BEP. We show the union bound for the genie decoder,
which is straightforward to evaluate. It serves as a performance
lower bound for above decoders.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II,
we will introduce related work. In Section III, we describe
the network model and define the performance measure.
In Section IV, we analyze soft-decision decoding without
statistical information about the upstream channels (the chan-
nels not directly connected to the sink). In Section V, we
investigate ML decoding, which uses statistical information
on the upstream channels. In Section VI, we discuss a genie-
aided decoder.

II. RELATED WORKS

Now we review literature related to network coding with
noisy channels. Though the original work on network coding
is for the error-free channels [1], network coding for a
noisy channel network has attracted more and more research
interest. In [9], the concept of network error correction is
proposed and theoretical limits (Hamming bounds and Gilbert-
Varshamov bounds) are derived. Reference [9] shows that
network error correction is a generalization of point-to-point
error correction. Since decoding approaches in point-to-point
channel codes are essential for the performance [10], [11],
optimal decoding in the sinks of a network using network
coding (coded network) is also an important issue. Reference
[4] shows that the channel and network codes can be separated
without loss of optimality, if the codeword length of channel
codes are infinitely long and the channels are statistically
independent discrete memoryless channels (DMCs). Naturally,
if these conditions are satisfied, information can be transmitted
through every noisy channel in an error-free way by the
Shannon theorem [5]. Thus, the problem of network coding for
a network with noisy channels is reduced to network coding
for networks with error-free channels, as in [1]. Yet, in [12],
[13], network coding for networks with limited-processing in
the intermediate nodes is considered. The papers investigate
by mutual information the rate benefit of intermediate node
encoding, and shows that channel and network coding usually
cannot be separated without loss of optimality. A similar result
is also shown in [14] for the deterministic networks without
interference. Though references [12], [13] suggest that the sink
should use ML decoding for optimality, how this decoding
should be performed for a coded network is not given. In this
sense, investigation of ML decoding for a coded network is
a valuable topic. In [15], a lower bound on the alphabet size
for the network correction code is addressed. Reference [15]
discusses efficient encoding approaches of a coded network.
Yet, an efficient decoding approach is not investigated. Packet-
level coding is considered for erasure channels in [16]. The
erasure of packets might come from noise disturbance. In
[17], streaming multicast with network coding is studied for
wireless relay networks with noisy channels. Reference [17]
shows that network coding can improve the throughput of
noisy wireless networks with delay constraints. Due to space
limitation, we do not list more papers on network coding with

noisy channels. Readers are referred to [18] for more results
on this issue.

III. NETWORK MODEL AND PERFORMANCE MEASURE

The network here consists of one or more sources and
sinks. We denote it as G =< V, E >, where V and E are
the node set and the channel set, respectively. It is natural
to describe the network with a directed graph as in [1],
[2], [3]. The edges of the graph denote the channels. The
channels are noisy and statistically independent. Then, the
received observable (time-discrete vector) at the end of a
channel is r = s + n, where s is the transmitted signal
vector of a single channel (including output channels of the
source) in signal space, and n is the additive noise vector
[19]. Note that matrices and vectors are underlined in this
paper. If signal space has l-dimensions, r, s and n can be
geometrically denoted by points in l-dimensional Euclidean
space R

l. The signal can be, for example, multiple phase
shift-keying (MPSK), pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) etc.
Below, we will use binary phase shift-keying (BPSK) for
illustration. Our principal results are more general, however.
The signal space of BPSK is one dimensional (l = 1).
The transmitted signal in channel j is denoted as sj . We
assume the channel noise to be additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) [19]. Channel noise disturbs the transmitted signals,
and this may cause a channel error, which occurs with a certain
probability (channel error probability). Except for the sinks,
the transmitted symbols are detected (hard-decision) at the
end of each channel to form network code symbols. In the
sink, the noise-disturbed BPSK signals are demodulated to
form channel observations for the decoder. From N input
channels, the sink receives N one-dimensional observations
in each time slot. These N observations form N -dimensional
vectors Y and are described by points in R

N . The decoder
makes a decision from Y . Clearly, Y corresponds to N BPSK
signals. These N transmitted signals also form vectors (called
transmitted vectors, and denoted as X). Then, Y = X + n,
where n is an N -dimensional noise vector. Assuming these
N input channels to a sink are denoted as channel 1, channel
2, · · · , channel N , X = {s1, s2, · · · , sN} is mapped from N
transmitted bits (denoted as C). Note that X only denotes the
vector of signals transmitted in the channels directly connected
to the sinks. For convenience, C is called as a codeword.
We use Eb to denote the bit energy. For each bit of C , 1 is
mapped to +Eb, and 0 is to mapped to −Eb. We use a function
π(·) to denote bit-wise mapping, i.e., X = π(C), denoting
the BPSK signal vector of C. X can also be described by
points in R

N . In [20], transmitted vectors in Euclidean space
are called Euclidean space codes. Yet, the symbols of the
codes in [20] are from different time slots. The symbols of X
are for different channels. As we will show, there are many
new properties of X from the intermediate node encoding,
compared to [20]. If there are multiple sinks in a network,
we assume that these sinks are separated in the topology (no
direct channels between them). Thus, they cannot exchange
decoding information. Each sink decodes using the channel
observations only from its own input channels, i.e., there is
no cooperation on decoding among different sinks.
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For the network, we make following assumptions: (1)
The network is directed and acyclic. (2) To simplify the
analysis, we assume binary network codes. Yet, the results
here can be generalized to high alphabet-size codes. (3) The
coding scheme is linear and deterministic. By deterministic
coding, we mean that the coding scheme is fixed during
the transmission process. (4) The network coding scheme is
admissible, i.e., if there is no channel error, the sink can
correctly reproduce the information bits.

To quantify the error probability performance, we use the
BEP in the sink. It is defined as the probability in which any
information bit reproduced in the concerned sink is erroneous.
We call it the sink BEP (or briefly BEP) to distinguish it
from the channel BEP. We assume that w information bits are
reproduced in the sink per time unit. An error event c happens
if wc (1 ≤ wc ≤ w) bits of them differ from the correct one.
This is a sink error event. If the probability of an error event is
P (c), the BEP of the event is Pb(c) = P (c)wc

w , where wc the
error weight of the event. Thus, the sink BEP can be evaluated
by adding the BEPs of all error events [19], [11], i.e.,

Pb ≤
∑
c∈ε

Pb(c) =
∑
c∈ε

P (c)
wc

w
, (1)

where ε is the set of all error events. Equality holds only
when error events are mutually exclusive (ME). Note that this
definition of the BEP is for one specific sink. It slightly differs
from the definitions of error probabilities in [14], [21], [22],
where the BEP (or the probability of error events) is defined
for the whole system. The motivation to use the sink BEP
is that it denotes the quality of service (QoS) between the
sources and sinks, i.e., how reliable are the reproduced bits in
the sinks? Do we have to improve the transmission approach?
Also, the BEP measure attracts more and more research effort
for Ad Hoc wireless networks [23], [24], [25]. This might
be one of the most attractive applications for network coding
[26], [27]. Here, the reproduced bit is the output from the sink
decoder.

IV. SOFT-DECISION DECODING WITHOUT STATISTICAL

INFORMATION ON UPSTREAM CHANNELS

In this section, we shall study soft-decision decoding with-
out statistical information on upstream channels. The statistical
information means the channel error probability.

A. System Description

Without statistical information of upstream channels, the
sink decoder only knows about the directly connected chan-
nels. This happens, for example, when the upstream channels
are fast time-varying with unknown parameters, or there is
no cooperation between the sink and them etc. Thus, the
sink has to regard upstream channels as being error-free. It
can only assume the correct codewords as candidates. The
correct codeword is the codeword without transmission errors
in upstream channels.

We use the example in Fig. 1 for illustration. Similar
networks were shown in [12] to discuss the rate benefit of
intermediate node encoding. Two bits (b1 and b2) in the source
s are sent to the sink t. In the intermediate node m3, two input
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Fig. 1. A unicast with intermediate node encoding. The dashed lines e6 and
e7 are error-free channels, and others are noisy channels.

bits are encoded (modulo-2 addition) into one bit. Without loss
of generality, we assume the channels e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5 are
disturbed by AWGN with a double side power spectral density
(PSD) N0/2. The other two channels (e6, e7) are error-free.
The BEPs for e4 and e5 are Pe4 and Pe5 , respectively. Pe4 =
Pe5 = Pe = Q(

√
2 · Eb/N0), where the Q(·) function is

the complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution function
[19]. In the sink t, the received observations from the channels
e1, e2, e3 are denoted as Ye1 , Ye2 and Ye3 , respectively. The
candidate codewords have the form C = {b1, b2, b1 ⊕ b2}
for e1, e2 and e3, respectively. The transmitted vector is
denoted as Xt = {Xe1 , Xe2 , Xe3} = π(C). The soft-decision
decoder calculates the squared Euclidean distances between
Y t = {Ye1 , Ye2 , Ye3} and Xt, i.e.,

∑3
i=1(Yei − Xei)2 for

all candidate codewords. The final decisions for b1 and b2

are made for the minimum distance codeword [19], [11]. For
convenience, we call the decoder a blind ML decoder, since
the decisions are ML without upstream channel information.

To study performance, we simulate the network with the
blind ML decoder. The output bits from the sink decoder are
compared to source information b1 and b2. The number of
error bits and transmitted bits are recorded. The simulation
runs until the number of error bits reaches certain threshold
(say 10, 000). Fig. 2 shows the simulation results. In the figure,
SNR (Eb/N0) in abscissa is for a single channel since we
assume the same SNR for all channels. The BEP is the ratio
of error bits in the sink t to transmitted bits (both b1 and b2)
.

In Fig. 2, we also show simulations of the hard-decision
decoder, which uses a hard-decision (0 or 1) from the de-
modulator. There are 4 matrices that can correctly reproduce
the vector {b1, b2} from C by right multiplication. They

are
(

1 0
0 1
0 0

)
,
(

0 0
1 1
1 0

)
,
(

1 1
0 0
0 1

)
, and

(
0 1
1 0
1 1

)
. We assume

that Pe � 1. To calculate the sink BEP with hard-decision
decoding, we use the approach in [21], [22]. The approach
enumerates the states of all channels in a network, and defines
an error event occurring when one or more channels have
transmission errors. For a network with independent channels,
all ME error events and their probabilities can be collected
in this way. Then, an algorithm using the modified transfer
matrix is developed to find the error weight for each event.
Thus, the sink BEP can be calculated. Using the approaches in
[21], [22], we find the BEPs for these four decoding schemes
to be approximately Pe, 2.5Pe, 4Pe and 2.5Pe, respectively.
The best decoder scheme has the sink BEP Pe. A better BEP
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Fig. 2. Comparison of simulation results for the hard-decision decoding,
soft-decision decoding and the overall ML decoding. Overall ML decoding
will be discussed in Section V.

performance is obtained by soft-decision decoding as shown in
simulations. Two curves are offset asymptotically (regarding
SNR). Here, the asymptotic property is regarding the SNR
except stated otherwise. The improvement is not significant.
To disclose the decoder property and further improve perfor-
mance, we analyze soft-decision decoding by union bounds.

B. Bound Analysis

To derive the union bound, we first make the following
definitions:

Definition 1. Final hop node: The node directly connected
to the sink by a channel. In Fig. 1, m1, m2 and m3 are the
final hop nodes. All final hop nodes of a sink t is called the
final hop set of t. It is denoted as Φ(t). For the network in
Fig. 1, Φ(t) = {m1, m2, m3}.

Definition 2. Final hop channel: The channels directly
connected to the sink. It is denoted as E(t). We call E(t)
as the downstream channels of Φ(t). The upstream channel
set is thus E(t) = E\E(t).

Definition 3. Final hop codeword: The output bits (in the
same time slot) transmitted from Φ(t) to the sink t. It is
denoted C(t).

If the upstream channels are error-free, we can regard the
final hop set as one super source node. All possible C(t) can
be obtained by listing the source information bits. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 1, if the channels e4, e5, e6 and e7 are error-free,
the possible final hop codewords are {000, 011, 101, 110}. We
call the codewords under the error-free assumption for the
upstream channels as the correct final hop codewords. The
sink BEP performance can be analyzed using the traditional
point-to-point approach if we regard the final hop set as the
sender and the sink as the receiver.

However, this error-free assumption of the upstream chan-
nels is impractical for a multi-hop network. The final hop
codeword cannot be collected by simply listing all source
information bits. For example, in Fig. 1, {001} is a possible
codeword if channel e5 or e4 has one bit error. The error

occurs with a certain probability. Without loss of generality,
we assume all-zero bits as information bits. Then, the correct
final hop codeword is also all-zero. Yet, due to transmission
errors in the upstream channels, various final hop codewords
can appear with certain probabilities. Thus, we must know all
possible final hop codewords and their probabilities. For this,
we make another definition:

Definition 4. Error pattern of the final hop codeword: The
modulo-2 result between a final hop codeword and the correct
final hop codeword.

The error pattern is very important for optimal sink de-
coding. In addition to being used for bound analysis, it is
essential to perform ML decoding (to be discussed). Since the
final hop codewords appear with certain probabilities, the error
patterns also occur with probabilities. It is only determined by
the network topology, the coding scheme and channel BEPs,
and is independent of the source information bits. This is the
main reason for us to collect the error pattern instead of final
hop codewords directly. For different source information, they
share the same error patterns (for linear codes [11]). Thus,
the problem of collecting final hop codewords is reduced
to finding the error patterns. To collect error patterns, we
enumerate the states of all upstream channels. Since the
channels are independent, we can find all ME error events
and their probabilities in the upstream channels. To find the
error bits in the final hop set, we track how the channel errors
propagate and cancel. This can be achieved using a modified
transfer matrix. A detailed description is given in Appendix
VII-A.

With the error patterns and their probabilities, we can obtain
final hop codewords. Then, we can calculate the BEP by
the traditional point-to-point approach since there is only
one hop between the final hop set and the sink. We assume
J final hop codewords C1, C2, · · · , CJ with probabilities
P (C1), P (C2), · · · , P (CJ). Since the error events causing
the J codewords are ME (Appendix VII-A), the probabilities
of them add to 1, i.e.,

∑J
i=1 P (Ci) = 1. The BEP of soft-

decision decoding is:

Pb,s =
J∑

i=1

P (Ci)Pb(I |Ci), (2)

where Pb(I|Ci) is the conditional BEP of soft-decision decod-
ing when the final hop codeword Ci is transmitted. I denotes
source information bits. For soft-decision decoding, Pb(I |Ci)
depends on the final hop channels and Ci. Normally, the exact
evaluation of Pb(I|Ci) is quite difficult, and union bounds
[19], [11] are used instead. Assuming K candidate codewords,
Pb(I|Ci) is evaluated as:

Pb(I|Ci) ≤
K∑

k=1

P (C̃k|Ci)
wk

w
, (3)

where P (C̃k|Ci) is the probability that the candidate code-
word C̃k is decoded (when the final hop codeword is Ci),
and wk is the error weight for C̃k. Equality holds only when
the events behind P (C̃k|Ci) are ME. Each C̃k corresponds to
one I since only correct final hope codewords are assumed.
Thus, we can get wk from C̃k. For instance, in Fig. 1, each
C̃k ({b1, b2, b1 ⊕ b2}) has one I ({b1, b2}).
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Fig. 3. Geometric representation for the transmitted vectors of candidate
codewords and an illegal codeword in R

2. C̃c is the correct codeword and
C1 is the transmitted final hop codeword.

In general, it is very difficult to evaluate ME P (C̃k|Ci)s,
since the integral on Gaussian distribution (from the distri-
bution of AWGN) is quite difficult to evaluate ([11], [19]),
especially when the decision regions of C̃k in signal space
are irregular. Thus, the conditioned pair-wise probabilities
P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci) are used [19], [11]. It means the probability
that C̃k is decoded when only C̃k and C̃c are considered as
the candidate codewords, conditioned that Ci is transmitted.
Ci may be neither of them. Here C̃c is the correct final hop
codeword. Thus, there are only two decision regions in signal
space. One is for C̃c (denoted as R̂c) and another is for C̃k

(denoted as R̂k). The probability of C̃k being decoded is the
probability that noise moves Ci into R̂k. For AWGN channels,
P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci) is [19]

P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci) = Q(d̂i,k

√
2

N0
), (4)

where d̂i,k is the vector distance between π(Ci) and its orthog-
onal projection (denoted as Ĉi) on the border between R̂k and
R̂c. It is defined as d̂2

i,k � (−1)δi,k
∑n

i=1 |Xi − X̂i|2, where
π(Ci) = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} and π(Ĉi) = {X̂1, X̂2, . . . , X̂n}.
δi,k = 1 if π(Ci) lies inside R̂k, otherwise δi,k = 0.
Thus, d̂i,k is negative if π(Ci) lies inside Rk. In this case,
P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci) means the probability in which π(Ci) is
inside R̂k and the channel noise moves it out (of R̂k). One
example is shown in Fig. 3 for illustration. In a 2-dimension
Euclidean space (R2), there are two transmitted vectors of
two candidate codewords C̃c and C̃2. C1 is the transmitted
final hop codeword, and it is unknown to the sink (illegal
codeword). The border of the decision regions for C̃c and C̃2

is the solid line l1. We shall calculate P (C̃c → C̃2|C1), the
probability in which C1 is transmitted and C̃2 is decoded.
It equals the probability in which noise moves π(C1) to
the decision region of C̃2. The projection of π(C1) on l1

is π(Ĉ1). Thus, P (C̃c → C̃2|C1) = Q(d̂1,2

√
2

N0
), where

d̂1,2 = +|d1,2|. |d1,2| is the Euclidean distance between π(C1)
and π(Ĉ1). d̂1,2 is positive since π(C1) lies outside of the
decision of C̃2.

Hence, we can calculate the union bound for soft-decision
decoding. The detailed calculation for the example in Fig.
1 is shown in Appendix VII-B. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. By analyzing final hop codewords, we notice that
the final hop codewords might not belong to any candidate
codewords, due to the errors in the upstream channels. We
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Fig. 4. The simulation results and union bound for soft-decision decoding.

call these codewords illegal codewords (e.g., {001} in Fig.
1). They cannot be found out by the final hop nodes since
they are separate. Illegal codewords are often devastating to
sink performance, since they may lie in the border of decision
regions of correct codewords and wrong codewords. A little
noise can cause a decoding error (see, e.g., Appendix VII-B).

Proposition 1: The above union bound is either asymptoti-
cally tight or asymptotically offset.

Proof: The final hop codewords and their probabilities
P (Ci) are exact results. We evaluate Pb(I|Ci) using (3). If
Ci is an illegal codeword and one or more d̂i,k ≤ 0 (d̂i,k < 0
when π(Ci) in the decision region of C̃k), P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci)
approaches a constant with increasing SNR and dominates
Pb(I|Ci). Then, Pb(I |Ci) approaches a constant with increas-
ing SNR. P (Ci) asymptotically dominates the bound. Several
constant P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci)s with overlapping decision regions
up-shift the curve of P (Ci). If all d̂i,k > 0 (Ci is a legal
codeword), then P (C̃c → C̃k|Ci) with the smallest distance
will asymptotically dominate Pb(I |Ci). The bound will be
asymptotically tight. Q.E.D.

Thus, the BEP performance for the soft-decision decoding
is well evaluated. We can explain why soft-decision decoding
and hard-decision decoding are asymptotically offset. In Fig.
1, due to the illegal codeword C1 = {001}, Pb,s is asymptoti-

cally determined by P (C1) ≈ A1Pe4 = A1Q(
√

2Eb

N0
). The

asymptotical performance of the hard-decision decoding is

Pb ≈ A2Pe1 = A2Q(
√

2Eb

N0
). Here A1 and A2 are constants,

and we assume Pe1 = Pe2 and Pe4 = Pe5 . Thus, the illegal
codeword is the reason for a soft-decision decoder being
unable to asymptotically outperform a hard-decision decoder.

In the section, we studied soft-decision decoding. Union
bounds are used to investigate the decoder properties. We
showed that the illegal codewords are the reason for degrading
of decoding performance.
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V. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DECODING WITH OVERALL

NETWORK INFORMATION

Now we assume the sink knows the statistic information
of upstream channels. We will show how ML decoding is
performed using those information. The performance and
properties of ML decoding will also be studied in this section.

If statistical information on the upstream channels (overall
network information) is available to the sink, the decoder
will perform better. We call it overall ML decoding or just
ML decoding. Now we show how the ML decoder works.
We let Ci,j (j = 1, · · · , J) the final hop codeword when
Ii (i = 0, · · · , K − 1) is source information and the error
pattern Zj occurs. Y is the sink received signal vector. The
optimal decoder [19], [11] (maximum a-posteriori or MAP
decoder) decodes as

arg max
Ii

P (Ii|Y ) = argmax
Ii

P (I i)P (Y |Ii)
P (Y )

. (5)

If all Iis have the same probabilities, the decoder is a ML
decoder and (5) reduces to ([19], [11])

arg max
Ii

P (Y |Ii) = argmax
Ii

∑
Ci,j

P (Ci,j |Ii)P (Y |Ci,j , Ii)

= argmax
Ii

∑
Ci,j

P (Ci,j |Ii)P (Y |Ci,j). (6)

(6) follows since Y is conditionally independent
of Ii if Ci,j is given. The decoder calculates∑J

j=1 P (Ci,j |Ii)P (Y |Ci,j) for all Ii and decodes the
one with the maximum value. P (Y |Ci,j) is determined by
the final hop channels. P (Ci,j |Ii) = P (Zj). Since the sink
knows the error probabilities of the upstream channels, it
can calculate all error patterns and their probabilities. The
decoder can perform overall ML decoding. The simulation
results for the system in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. We
can see that statistical information of upstream channels can
significantly improve the BEP. To further disclose properties,
we derive the union bound as follows.

We assume J error patterns with the probabilities P (Zj)
(j = 1, · · · , J). Each Ii has a unique final hop codeword
Ci,j under Zj (since each Ii has a unique correct final hop
codeword Cc,i, and Ci,j = Cc,i + Zj). Assuming that I0 =
{0, 0, · · · , 0} is transmitted, the union bound is

Pb,O ≤
J∑

j=1

P (Zj)
K−1∑
i=1

P (Ii|Zj)
wi

w
, (7)

where P (Ii|Zj) is the probability in which the error pattern
Zj occurs, and Ii is more probable than I0. wi is the
weight [11] of Ii. Clearly, P (I i|Zj) = P (Ii|C0,j). From (6),
P (Ii|C0,j) is the probability of the received vector falling into
a region in R

N where the following inequality satisfies

J∑
m=1

P (Ci,m|Ii)P (Y j |Ci,m) ≥
J∑

m=1

P (C0,m|I0)P (Y j |C0,m), (8)

where Y j = X0,j + n is the received vector. (8) means that
Ii is more probable than I0 under ML decoding. X0,j =
π(C0,j). Since P (C0,j |I0) = P (Ci,j |Ii) = P (Zj) for j =
1, · · · , J , (8) is the same as

J∑
m=1

P (Zm)P (Y j |Ci,m) ≥
J∑

m=1

P (Zm)P (Y j |C0,m). (9)

For the example in Fig. 1, the received vectors [19] under
the error patterns Z1, Z2 are

Z1 : Y 1 = {−
√

Eb,−
√

Eb, +
√

Eb} + {n1, n2, n3},
Z2 : Y 2 = {−

√
Eb,−

√
Eb,−

√
Eb} + {n1, n2, n3}. (10)

To decode, we need to consider all possible information as
I0 = {0, 0}, I1 = {0, 1}, I2 = {1, 0} and I3 = {1, 1}. Then,
P (I1|Z1) is the probability of the inequality holding

P (Z1)P (Y 1|C1,1) + P (Z2)P (Y 1|C1,2) ≥
P (Z1)P (Y 1|C0,1) + P (Z2)P (Y 1|C0,2), (11)

where Ci,m = Ci + Zm with i = 0, 1 and m = 1, 2. Here
C0 and C1 are the correct final-hop codewords for I0 and I1,
respectively. For BPSK, (11) becomes

P (Z1) exp(−(8Eb + 4
√

Eb(n3 − n2))/N0) +

P (Z2) exp(−(4Eb − 4
√

Ebn2)/N0) ≥
P (Z1) + P (Z2) exp(−(4Eb + 4

√
Ebn3)/N0). (12)

In (12), only n2 and n3 are random variables (RV). They
have a Gaussian distribution, zero-mean and a variance σ2 =
N0/2 [19]. Thus, the probability of this inequality to hold
equals the event when n2 and n3 fall in a region of R

2 where
(12) holds. Equivalently, it is the probability of following
event: The signal {0, 0} is transmitted, and it is moved out of
its decision region by the noise vector {n2, n3}. The boundary
of the decision region for the signal vector {0, 0} is where (12)
holds with equality. The vector {0, 0} is called an equivalent
point (in R

2). We should find this boundary, and use (4)

to get the event probability P (I1|Z1) ≈ Q(dmin

√
2

N0
) for

the medium-to-high SNR. Here d2
min = min n2

2 + n2
3 with

a constraint of (12). It is the minimum distance from the
point {0, 0} to the boundary. From (12), the boundaries (and
dmin) changes with Eb/N0 (SNR). The boundaries of various
SNRs are shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the points in the boundaries
with the minimum distance dmin to {0, 0} has n3 = 0. Then,
dmin = n2 with a constraint of the equality of (12) holding.
By setting n3 = 0, we can easily get

dmin = n2 =
log( e−Eb+e−4Eb

e−9Eb+e−4Eb
)

4
√

Eb

≈ 3
√

Eb

4
. (13)

Thus, P (I1|Z1) ≈ Q(
√

9
8SNR) for the medium-to-high

SNR. Similarly, we can calculate all P (Ii|Zj) and finally
evaluate (7). The bound and simulations are shown in Fig.
6. The bound and the simulation results are asymptotically
offset. The bound shows the asymptotic performance of the
decoder.

The computation procedure of P (Ii|Zj) is summarized as
follows. Simplifying (8), we find the boundary where equality
in (8) holds in M -dimensional Euclidean space. We assume
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Fig. 6. Simulation results and the union bound of the overall ML decoder
for the system in Fig. 1.

N final hop channels. M ≤ N , since part of the noise
variables can be removed in simplification. Thus, P (Ii|Zj)
is the probability in which the transmitted vector at the
original point is moved out of the boundary by noise in R

M .
To evaluate the probability, we find the minimum distance
dmin from the boundary to the original point. Finally, we
can calculate P (Ii|Zj) by (4). Since {0, 0, · · · } is used as
the equivalent transmitted point, we call the procedure as
equivalent point procedure. The difficulty is to find dmin.
We cannot always calculate dmin by manually observing
the boundary in the Euclidean signal space. An analytical
approach is often needed. Formally, d2

min is the minimum
squared value of the sum of squared noise variables with the
constraint of equality in (8). Thus, the problem of finding dmin

is reduced to the following optimization problem:

Minimize d2 = n2
1 + n2

2 + · · · + n2
M

S. T
∑J

m=1 P (Zm)P (Y j |Ci,m) =
∑J

m=1 P (Zm)P (Y j |C0,m).

This is a least-squares problem with a non-convex con-
straint [28]. In general, it cannot be efficiently solved [28].
Yet, with an increased SNR, one term in the RHS or LHS
sum of the constraint will dominate the RHS and LHS,
respectively. Thus, the constraint can be greatly simplified.
It can become linear for medium-to-high SNR. Thus, an
analytical solution of the optimization problem is available
[28] and dmin can be found. For example, in (12), the LHS
≈ exp(−(4 Eb −4

√
Ebn2)/N0). Another term of the LHS is

exp(−(9 Eb −4
√

Eb(n3 − n2))/N0) and is quite small for
medium-to-high SNR. Thus, it can be ignored to simplify.
Note that ni (i = 1, · · · , M) are zero-mean RVs with a
Gaussian distribution. Thus the probability of Eb being larger
than the ni (and their linear combination) approaching 1 with
increasing SNR in (11), (12). Then, we only need to consider
the coefficient of Eb. Here we use the approximation Q(x) ≈
0.5 exp(−0.5x2) [19]. Thus, P (Z1) ≈ exp(−Eb /N0) and
P (Z2) ≈ 1. For the same reason, the RHS ≈ exp(−Eb /N0).
This gives dmin ≈ 3

√
Eb

4 , the same as (13). Thus, we can
evaluate the bound by solving the optimization problem.

In this section, we studied the overall ML decoder. We
showed how to perform ML decoding with error patterns and
their probabilities of final-hop codewords. We also showed
how to evaluate them from statistical information on the
upstream channels. The union bounds are derived to evaluate
the asymptotical performance of the ML decoder.

VI. GENIE-AIDED DECODER AND GENIE BOUND

In this section, we will investigate the performance and
properties of the decoders, which know deterministically the
error patterns of every received packet.

A. Genie-Aided Decoder

We assume the sink knows the error pattern of each final-
hop codeword from a genie [29]. The decoder is therefore
called the genie decoder. The main motivation for us to
investigate the genie decoder is to get a BEP performance
lower bound, since the genie-aided decoding should out-
perform these without a genie aid [29]. Also, as we will
show, the performance bound for the genie decoder is quite
straightforward to evaluate, and it is tight for practical BEP
regions (below 10−2). First, we show how the decoder works.

In overall ML decoding, the decoder does not know the
error pattern of one specific received codeword. Thus, one
source information vector Ii can lead to multiple final hop
codewords Ci,j in probabilities. The mapping from Ii to Ci,j

is one-to-many. The process is shown in the LHS of Fig. 7.
The overall ML decoder needs to consider all possible error
patterns for one Ii. In the figure, there are K Iis, and J error
patterns. The probability of the ith error pattern is P (Zi).
With the genie aid, the decoder knows deterministically which
error pattern occurs for each received Y . Thus, Ii and Ci,j is
a one-to-one mapping. The process is shown in the RHS of
Fig. 7. Since the genie tells the error pattern, the decoder only
calculates which Ci,j is the most probable. The genie decoder
decides Ii by

argmax
Ii

P (Y |Ci,j). (14)
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decision decoding, overall ML decoding and Genie-aided decoding, and their
bounds.

The simulations of the genie decoder for the system in Fig.
1 are shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, we also show the
numerical results for the overall ML decoder in Fig. 8. We
can see that the genie decoder has better performance.

B. Genie Bound

To analyze the performance of the genie decoder, we use
the union bound. Assuming the all-zero vector I0 as source
information, the union bound of the genie decoder is

Pb,G ≤
J∑

m=1

P (Zm)
K∑

n=1

P (Cn,m|C0,m)
wn

w
, (15)

where P (Cn,m|C0,m) is the probability of Cn,m (thus In)
being decoded, and wn is the weight of In. We can see that

the genie bound is much easier to compute than for the ML
decoder. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 8, the bound
and simulations closely match in practical BEP regions.

In the section, we investigated the genie-aided decoder.
With more knowledge of upstream channels, the decoder has
better performance (than the ML decoder). As a performance
lower bound (for various decoders), the genie bound is quite
straightforward to calculate.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We investigated hard-decision decoding, soft-decision de-
coding, ML decoding and genie-aided decoding approaches
for coded networks with noisy channels. We showed how
these decoding approaches should be performed with differ-
ent knowledge of upstream channels, and presented analysis
bounds for them. For these decoding approaches, more and
more information on the upstream channels is used resulting in
improved performance. Thus, we can conclude that knowledge
of upstream channels is essential to the sink performance.

Above, we assume no direct channels between different
sinks. If there are channels between them, and further these
channels are error-free, the sinks can freely exchange decoding
information. Thus, we can logically regard these sinks as one
virtual sink in the decoding sense. Then, the sinks can use
the channel observations from all channels input to them. The
decoding approach is the similar to the single sink case. Yet,
we note that error-free connections between sinks are very
ideal in practice.

For the networks with interference channels, analysis is
more involved. Yet similar decoding approaches may be de-
veloped for such networks: First, we collect the error patterns
for the final hop codewords, and then use equations similar to
(5)-(6) to perform ML decoding. For this, we need to modify
the algorithm of collecting error patterns. For networks with
interference channels, it is hard to enumerate all ME error
events. Then, we can turn to approximate results on error
patterns by only considering dominant error events of the
upstream channels. Also, new equations should be developed
for ML decoding with interference channels, which are similar
to the ML decoding for one-hop interference channels (see, for
instance, [11], [30]), since there is only one hop from the final
hop set to the sinks. These can be directions for future work.
Here we do not go further, due to space limitations.

APPENDIX

A. Error Pattern Collection

To evaluate the error patterns, we use the transfer matrix
defined in [3]. It denotes the relation of source information bits
and the sink reproduced bits. The transfer matrix is calculated
as [3]

M = A · P · B, (16)

where A is the coding matrix between the source information
bits and the input to the edges connected to the source nodes
(We call it the network input for convenience.), B is the
transfer matrix between the sink received bit and reproduced
bits, and P is the transfer matrix between the network input
and the sink received bits. We call the matrix H = A · P
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the encoding matrix. The reproduced bits at the sinks are
calculated as Z = I · M , where Z are sink reproduced bits
(row vector). Thus, a row in M corresponds to a source bit
and a column to a sink reproduced bit. A nonzero element
(say i-th row and j-th column) in M means the i-th source
bit is transmitted to the j-th reproduced bit. Thus, there is a
logical path between the i-th source bit and j-th reproduced
bit. For Fig. 1, H is

H =
(

α1,e6βe6,e1 α1,e6βe6,e4βe4,e3 0
0 α2,e7βe7,e5βe5,e3 α2,e7βe7,e2

)
. (17)

The indeterminate variables αi,ej and βei,ej are the coding
variables. Note that the second subscripts of αi,ej and βei,ej

denote the channel labels for their encoding output. This 2×3
matrix denotes the relation between two source bits and three
sink received bits. A more detailed description of the transfer
matrix is given in [3]. To evaluate the error patterns, we first
consider the states of every channel in E(t). Here the state
shows if the channel has a transmission error or not. Each
channel is in one of two states: Having an error or having no
error. An error event is redefined as one or more channel in
E(t) having errors. Thus, we can collect all error events. Since
the channels are independent, the error events are ME. For an
error event, a dummy variable is used to trace how channel
errors propagate and cancel in the network. It is defined as
follows:

Definition 5. T : A symbolic variable is used to denote a
channel error in E(t). It follows the rules:

T · T = 1 (18)

and
T + T = 0. (19)

(18) tells that two channel errors in the same path will
cancel the transmitted error since the transmitted symbols are
binary. The second transmitted error will change the error bit
back to the correct one. (19) tells that two bit errors will
cancel when they are added. Then, we calculate H for the
error event. Note that each column in H corresponds to a
final hop channel. Thus, it corresponds to one bit of the final
hop codeword and one bit of the error pattern. For an error
event, if a bit of the pattern is 1 or 0 depends on the value of
the dummy variable T : An odd number of T s denotes 1 and
an even number means 0. We can determine each bit of the
pattern. The probability of the pattern is the probability of the
error event, and is evaluated as

P (c) =
∏

ei∈E(c)

Pei ·
∏

ei∈E(t)\E(c)

(1 − Pei), (20)

where Pei (i = 1, · · · , |E(t)|) is the BEP of channel ei, and
E(c) ⊆ E(t) is the error channel set of the event c. Different
error events may cause the same error pattern. The probability
of the pattern is the sum of these error events. Since the error
patterns are caused by ME upstream error events, they are
ME, and their probabilities add to 1. The calculation is shown
in Algorithm 7.1.

In Fig. 1, C(t) (for channels e1, e2 and e3) is {c1, c2, c3} =
{b1, b2, b1⊕b2}, if the upstream channels are error-free. Since
e6 and e7 are error-free, E(t) = {e4, e5}. Assuming all-zero

Algorithm 7.1: (The error pattern and error probability collecting algo-
rithm.)
1: Initialization. Set the error pattern set as empty. Form the matrices A

and P for the coding scheme. All nonzero elements are temporarily
kept as indeterminate variables.

2: Calculate the encoding matrix H = A · P .
3: Mark channel. Replace the indeterminate variables (αi,ej

and βei,ej )
in H with its second subscript, which denotes a channel. If the channel
is a final hop channel E(t), remove its symbol.

4: Remove redundant channel symbols: For each column of the matrices
H , if there are more than one symbols for any channel, only keep one
symbol for it and remove all other symbols for this channel by setting
them to 1.

5: Mark error. Enumerating all error events in E(t). For each column
of the matrix H , if any channel is assumed to be erroneous in the
error event, replace its symbol with T. Set all symbols for the correct
channels to 1s.

6: Calculation of H . Simplify H by using equations (18) and (19).
7: Make decision for each bit of the error pattern. For each column of

H , if there are a total of odd T s, then the bit corresponding to this
column is 1, otherwise, it is 0.

8: Calculate the probability of the error event using (20).
9: If the error pattern already exist in the error pattern set, just add

the error probability (with the probability of the existed pattern).
Otherwise, insert the error pattern and the error probability in the set.

10: Collect all error patterns and error probability, and output results.

information, the correct final hop codeword is Cc = {0, 0, 0}.
We collect error patterns by enumerating the states of all
channels of E(t) using Algorithm 7.1. With H in (17), we
mark channels and get H =

(
1 e4 0
0 e5 1

)
. For H , we only

consider the channel set E(t) = {e4, e5} and remove other
channel marks. For the error event when e4 has an error and
e5 has no error, H is marked as

(
1 T 0
0 1 1

)
. The second

column has one T . Thus, the output from m3 has an error.
The error pattern is Z1 = {0, 0, 1} for the error event. The
probability of the error pattern is the probability of the error
event P = (1 − Pe5)Pe4 . Similarly, we can obtain all error
patterns and their probabilities as

Z1 = {0, 0, 1} : P (Z1) = (1 − Pe5)Pe4 + (1 − Pe4)Pe5

= 2Pe − 2P 2
e ,

Z2 = {0, 0, 0} : P (Z2) = Pe5Pe4 + (1 − Pe4 )(1 − Pe5)
= 1 − 2Pe + 2P 2

e . (21)

Adding {0, 0, 0}, the final hop codewords and their proba-
bilities are

C1 = {0, 0, 1} : P (C1) = P (Z1); AND

C2 = {0, 0, 0} : P (C2) = P (Z2). (22)

B. Bound Analysis for Soft-Decision Decoding of Fig. 1

For soft-decision decoding, the candidate codewords are:
C̃1 = {0, 0, 0}, C̃2 = {0, 1, 1}, C̃3 = {1, 0, 1} and C̃4 =
{1, 1, 0}. They are for information vectors I1 = {0, 0},
I2 = {0, 1}, I3 = {1, 0} and I4 = {1, 1}, respectively.
The illegal final hop codeword C1 = {0, 0, 1} is not a
candidate codeword. The transmitted vectors (points in R

3)
of candidate codewords and final hop codewords are shown
in Fig. 9. In the figure, π(C1) has the same distances to
π(C̃1), π(C̃2) and π(C̃3). Among them, π(C̃1) is the correct
one. π(C1) is exactly at the border of the decision region.
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Fig. 9. Geometric representation of the transmitted and received vectors of
Fig. 1 in R

3. Soft-decision decoding is used in the sinks. BPSK modulation
is used for the channels {e1, e2, e3}.

The decision region (Rk) for C̃k is the region in R
3 that the

receiver decides for C̃k [19], [11]. If C1 is transmitted, very
little noise along the wrong codeword (C̃2 or C̃3) direction
can move π(C1) into wrong decision regions. In Fig. 9,
π(C1) has equal distances to π(C̃1), π(C̃2) and π(C̃3). C̃1

is the correct final hop codeword C̃c. Thus, it lies exactly
on the border of the decision regions. Thus, d̂1,2 = 0 and
P (C̃c → C̃2|C1) = 0.5 by (4). In the same way, we can
calculate P (C̃c → C̃3|C1) = 0.5. When only C̃4 and C̃c

are considered, the border for the decision regions is a plane
between them. The distance between π(C1) and the plane

is
√

2Eb. P (C̃c → C̃4|C1) = Q(
√

4Eb

N0
). Through similar

calculation, we can get the union bound as

Pb,s ≤ P (C1)(0.5
1
w

+ 0.5
1
w

+
2
w

Q(
√

4Eb

N0
))

+ P (C2)(2Q(
√

4Eb

N0
)), (23)

where w = 2 is the number of the information bits.
The simulation and bound are shown in Fig. 4. The union
bound is offset. Thus, the bound can describe the asymp-
totic behavior for soft-decision decoding. The bound is not
asymptotically tight because the decision regions R̂2 and R̂3

are overlapping when pair-wise probabilities are considered.
Meanwhile, P (C̃c → C̃2|C1) and P (C̃c → C̃3|C1) are
positive. Thus, P (C̃2|C1)+P (C̃3|C1) < P (C̃c → C̃2|C1)+
P (C̃c → C̃3|C1). In (23), 0.5 1

w is constant to the SNR.

P (C2)(2Q(
√

4Eb

N0
)) � P (C1) for the medium-to-high SNR.

Thus, the union bound is asymptotically dominated by P (C1).
The bound curve is up-shifted (from the exact values).
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